























H iggs boson searches in
C P-conserving and C P-violating




This paper presents the nalinterpretation ofthe results from D ELPH I on
thesearchesforHiggsbosonsin theM inim alSupersym m etric extension ofthe
Standard M odel(M SSM ).A few representative scenariosareconsidered,that
include CP conservation and explicit CP violation in the Higgs sector. The
experim entalresultsencom passthesearchesforneutralHiggsbosonsatLEP1
and LEP2 in nalstatesasexpected in theM SSM ,aswellasLEP2 searches
forcharged Higgsbosonsand forneutralHiggsbosonsdecaying into hadrons
independent ofthe quark avour. The data revealno signicant excess with
respectto background expectations. The results are translated into excluded
regionsofthe param eterspace in the variousscenarios. In the CP-conserving
case,these lead to lim itson them assesofthelightestscalarand pseudoscalar
Higgsbosons,h and A,and on tan.Thedependenceoftheselim itson thetop
quark m ass isdiscussed. Allowing forCP violation reduces the experim ental
sensitivity to Higgsbosons.Itisshown thatthiseectdependsstrongly on the
valuesoftheparam etersresponsibleforCP violation in theHiggssector.
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11 Introduction
This paper presents the nalinterpretation ofthe Higgs boson search results from
D ELPH Iin the fram ework ofrepresentative scenariosofthe M inim alSupersym m etric
Standard M odel(M SSM ).W ith respecttothepreviousM SSM interpretation published
in Ref.[1],thisanalysisusesan enlarged setofexperim entalresults,updated calculations
ofM SSM radiative corrections and covers m ore scenarios,including m odels with C P
violation in theHiggssector.
Ascom pared with theStandard M odel,theM SSM hasan extended Higgssectorwith
twodoubletsofcom plex Higgselds,leadingtovephysicalHiggsbosons,ofwhich three
areneutral.
Figure 1: M ain production processes ofM SSM neutralHiggs bosons at LEP.Left:
associated production ofa Z and a Higgs boson,which m ust be one ofthe C P-even
scalars(h orH)ifC P isconserved orany Higgsboson (H 1,H 2,H 3)in thecontrary case.
AtLEP1,theinterm ediateZ ison-shelland thenalZ iso-shell,whileitisthereverse
atLEP2. Right: pair-production ofneutralHiggsbosons. IfC P isconserved,one of
them m ust be C P-even (h orH)and the other one is the C P-odd pseudo-scalar A.If
C P isnotconserved,the paircan be any couple ofdierentscalarsam ong H 1,H 2 and
H 3.Theinterm ediateZ ison-shellatLEP1.
IfC P is conserved,two ofthe three neutralHiggs bosons are CP-even. They are
denoted h,forthelighterone,and H.Thethird oneisa C P-odd pseudo-scalar,denoted
A.In e+ e  collisions,the dom inantproduction m echanism sare the s-channelprocesses
described in Fig.1,thatistheassociated production ofa Z and a C P-even Higgsboson
and thepairproduction ofeitherC P-even boson togetherwith theC P-odd scalar.These
processes are com plem ented by additionalt-channeldiagram sin the nalstateswhere
a C P-even Higgsboson isproduced with neutrinosorelectrons,which proceed through
W + W   and ZZ fusions,respectively. These diagram s and their interference with the
H iZ process have an im pacton the production cross-section atm asses around the H iZ
kinem aticthreshold.AtLEP2 energies,theonly signicanteectisfrom W + W   fusion
which doublestheneutrinoH iZ cross-section atthekinem aticthreshold.Finally,charged
Higgsbosons,H + and H   ,are produced in pairsthrough a diagram sim ilarto thatin
Fig.1,right,via exchange ofa Z boson ora photon.
Although C P isconserved attree levelin the M SSM ,radiative corrections can in-
troduceC P violation through stop and sbottom loops,leading to changesin theneutral
Higgs boson sector [2]. IfC P is notconserved,the three neutralHiggs bosons are no
longerpureC P eigenstatesbutm ixturesofC P-even and C P-odd com ponents.They are
2usually denoted H 1,H 2 and H 3,in increasing m ass. The m ain production m echanism s
arethesam easin theC P conserving case,exceptthat,a priori,any scalarcan bepro-
duced in association with aZ boson orthrough W + W   and ZZ fusions,and any coupleof
dierentHiggsbosonscan bepair-produced.Them ain phenom enologicaldierencewith
respectto theC P-conserving caseliesin thestrength ofthecouplingsoftheZ boson to
the Higgsscalars. In signicantregionsofthe param eterspace,C P violation turnso
the otherwise dom inantcoupling between the Z boson and the lightestHiggsboson. In
thatcase,ifnone ofthe otherprocessesofFig.1 are possible (due e.g. to kinem atics),
the dom inantHiggsboson production m echanism atLEP becom estheYukawa process
ofFig.2. Ofthe two phases ofLEP,only LEP1 has a signicant sensitivity to this
process. In the Standard M odel,the corresponding cross-sections are negligible,e.g. a
fraction ofa pb fora few GeV=c2 Higgsboson.In theM SSM ,thesecan beenhanced by
up to threeordersofm agnitudewith respectto theirStandard M odelvalues,leading to
detectablesignalswhich becom evaluablein thecaseofC P violation.
Figure 2: Additionalproduction processofM SSM neutralHiggsbosonsatLEP.The
radiation ofa Higgsboson o a Z boson decay ferm ion givesa detectable signalonly at
LEP1.Thissignalisexploited in thecaseofC P violation.
Thedecay propertiesoftheHiggsbosonsarem oderately aected by C P violation,at
leastintherangeofm assesaccessibleatLEP,thatisuptom assesaround100GeV=c2 [2].
Inm ostoftheM SSM param eterspaceofthescenariosstudiedhereafter,thethreeneutral
Higgs bosons decay m ainly into the pair ofheaviest ferm ions kinem atically perm itted,
even ifC P isnotconserved.Below the+   threshold,a Higgsboson would decay into
 ore+ e  pairswith a signicantlifetim e. Above the +   threshold,the lifetim e is
negligibleand Higgsbosonsdecay attheprim ary vertex.Up to a m assof3 GeV=c2 the
m ain decaysareinto +   pairsand also into hadronicchannelswith a largeproportion
oftwo-prong nalstates.Above3 GeV=c2 thedom inantdecaysaresuccessively into cc,
+   and nally bb pairsforHiggsboson m assesabove12GeV=c2.Besidesthesedecays
into ferm ions,there are also regions ofthe param eter space where one neutralHiggs
boson can undergo cascade decays to a pair ofHiggs bosons,as for exam ple h ! AA
ifC P is conserved or H 2 ! H 1H 1 in the contrary case. In som e cases,especially if
C P is not conserved,this m ode dom inates over the decays into SM particles. In the
scenariosconsidered in thispaper,charged Higgsbosonshave a m assabove 60 GeV=c2
and decay either into the pair ofheaviest ferm ions allowed by kinem atics,that is into
cs or  pairs,or into a W  and a light Higgs boson,e.g. into a W A pair ifC P is
conserved. Finally,these scenariosdo notallow neutralorcharged Higgsboson decays
3into supersym m etric particlessuch assferm ions,charginosorinvisibleneutralinos.Note
thatsearches forneutralHiggsbosonsdecaying into invisible productswere perform ed
atLEP,asreported in Ref.[3].
Thedierentdecay channelsdenethetopologiesthatweresearched forto coverthe
M SSM param eter region kinem atically accessible at LEP energies. These topologies
are described in Section 2. Section 3 sum m arizes the denition and techniques related
to condence levelsused in thestatisticalinterpretation ofthesearches.The eightC P-
conservingM SSM benchm arkscenariosstudied in thisanalysisarepresented in Section 4
and the results obtained in these scenarios when com bining allsearches are given in
Section5.Sim ilarily,theC P-violatingscenariosandthecorrespondingresultsarecovered
in Sections6 and 7. The top quark m asshasa signicantim pacton the propertiesof
theHiggsbosons(e.g.m assspectrum oftheneutralHiggsbosons,C P-violating eects).
Resultsarethusderived forseveralvaluesofthism ass,nam ely:m top = 169.2,174.3,179.4
and 183.0 GeV=c2,which were dened afterthe m easurem entofthe top quark m assat
theTevatron,run I[4].Ofthetwo valuesclosetothepresentexperim entalm easurem ent
ofm top = 170.9 1.1 1.5GeV=c
2 [5],174.3GeV=c2 givesthem ostconservativeresults
and thuswaschosen asa reference in m ostoftheexclusion plotsand to quote absolute
m ass and tan lim its. Readers interested in sim ilar analyses at LEP are referred to
Ref.[6,7].
2 Search channels
The dierent analyses perform ed to search forneutraland charged Higgsbosons in
the whole LEP1 and LEP2 D ELPH I data sam plesare sum m arized in Table 1 which
lists the nalstates,m ass ranges,integrated lum inosities and the references for m ore
detailsabouttheselectionsand theirperform ance.Two channels,the+   bb signalat
LEP1 and the (h ! AA ! cccc)(Z ! qq)signalatA m assesbelow the bb threshold,
were analysed for this paper,using selections already published. The eciencies and
the references forthe selectionscan be found in the Appendices 1 and 2 ofthispaper.
In the Table,the notations h and A which labelthe dierent analysis channels m ust
be understood as generic notations forany pairofneutralHiggsbosons thatcould be
produced in each ofthe production processes listed in the Table. As an exam ple,the
hZ analyses,originally designed to search for the C P-even h boson in C P-conserving
scenarios,can be applied to search forthe second C P-even Higgsboson,H,aswellas
forany ofthe three Higgsscalarsin C P-violating scenarios. Itm ustbe noted thatthe
kinem atic properties ofthe signalprocesses are only slightly aected by C P-violation,
since,when C P isnotconserved,theproduction processesstillproceed through theC P-
even and C P-odd com ponentsoftheneutralHiggsbosons,asexplained in Ref.[7].The
sam etopologicalsearchescan thusbeapplied whetherC P isconserved ornot.
Ascom pared with ourpreviouspublication [1],thefollowing changeswereintroduced
in the experim entalresults used. The M SSM interpretation in Ref.[1]relied only on
searchesperform ed atLEP2 atm assesabove 12 GeV=c2 in m h in the hZ process,with
either direct or cascade decays,and above 40 GeV=c2 in m h,m A in the hA channels,
with only directdecaysofthe Higgsbosons.The corresponding channelshave their
p
s
values in bold characters in Table 1. Scans ofthe M SSM param eter space were thus
restricted to m A above12 GeV=c
2 and assum ed thepublished LEP1 lim its1 to bevalid.
Including allLEP1 results,which have a sensitivity starting from vanishing h and A
m asses,and theadditionalLEP2 searchesofRef.[21],whosesensitivity in thehA m ode
1m h> 44 (46) G eV =c
2 when m h isabove (below) the A A threshold [14]
4p
s nalstate range L disc. ref.
(G eV) (G eV=c2) (pb 1 ) info.
hZ with directdecays
91 Z ! e+ e  ,+   < 0:21 2.5 no [8]
91 (h ! V 0)(Z ! any) < 0:21 2.5 no [8]
91 (h ! 2 prongs)(Z ! qq) 0:21  2: 0.5 no [9]
91 (h ! jet)(Z ! e+ e  ,+   ) 1:  20: 0.5 no [9]
91 (h ! jetjet)(Z ! l+ l  , ) > 12: 3.6 no [10]
91 (h ! jetjet)(Z ! e+ e  ,+   , ) > 35: 33.4 no [11]
161,172 (h ! bb)(Z ! any),(h ! +   )(Z ! qq) > 40: 19.9 1d [17]
183 (h ! bb)(Z ! any),(h ! +   )(Z ! qq) > 55: 52.0 1d [18]
189 (h ! bb)(Z ! any),(h ! +   )(Z ! qq) > 65: 158.0 2d [19]
192-208 (h ! bb)(Z ! any) > 12: 452.4 2d [20,1]
192-208 (h ! +   )(Z ! qq) > 50: 452.4 2d [20,1]
189-208 (h ! hadrons)(Z ! any but+   ) > 4: 610.4 m ix [22]
hA with directdecays
91 4 prongs > 0:4 5.3 no [12]
91 +   hadrons > 8: 0.5 no [13]
91 +   jetjet > 50 3.6 no [10]
91 bbbb,bbcc > 30: 33.4 no [14]
91 +   bb > 16: 79.4 no A.1
91 bbbb > 24: 79.4 no [21]
133 bbbb > 80: 6.0 no [16]
161,172 bbbb,+   bb > 80: 20.0 1d [17]
183 bbbb,+   bb > 100: 54.0 1d [18]
189 bbbb,+   bb > 130: 158.0 2d [19]
192-208 +   bb > 120: 452.4 2d [20,1]
192-208 bbbb > 80: 452.4 2d [20,1]
189-208 +   +   > 8: 570.9 1d [21]
189-208 bbbb > 24: 610.2 no [21]
189-208 hadrons > 8: 610.4 m ix [22]
hZ orhA with h ! AA cascade
91 Z ! qq < 0:21 16.2 no [15]
91 (AA ! V 0V 0)(Z ! any but+   ) < 0:21 9.7 no [15]
91 (AA ! )(Z ! any orA ! ) < 0:21 12.5 no [15]
91 (AA ! 4 prongs)(Z ! any orA ! 2 prongs) > 0:21 12.9 no [15]
91 (AA ! hadrons)(Z !  orA ! hadrons) > 0:21 15.1 no [15]
91 (AA ! +   +   )(Z !  orA ! +   ) > 3:5 15.1 no [15]
161,172 (AA ! any)(Z ! qq, orA ! any) > 20: 20.0 1d [17]
183 (AA ! bbbb)(Z ! qq) > 12: 54.0 1d [18]
192-208 (AA ! bbbb,bbcc,cccc)(Z ! qq) > 12: 452.4 2d [20,1]
192-208 (AA ! cccc)(Z ! qq) > 4: 452.4 2d A.2
189-208 (AA ! bbbb)(Z ! qq orA ! bb) > 12: 610.2 no [21]
h orA Yukawa production
91 bb(h ! +   ),bb(A ! +   ) 4:  50: 79.4 no [21]
91 bb(h ! bb),bb(A ! bb) 11:  50: 79.4 no [21]
91 +   (h ! +   ),+   (A ! +   ) 4:  50: 79.4 no [21]
H + H  
189-208 cscs,cs ,W
A ,W
AW A > 40: 610.4 2d [23]
189-208 + 
   > 40: 570.8 1d [23]
Table1:Listofsignalsexpected from M SSM Higgsbosonsthatweresearched forin the
D ELPH Idatasam ple.Indicated foreach signalarethecentre-of-m assenergy,nalstate,
analysed m assrange,integrated lum inosity,levelofdiscrim inantinform ation included in
the condence levelestim ates (none,one-ortwo-dim ensional) and the reference where
detailsoftheanalysisarepublished.HerehandA denoteanyneutralHiggsbosonallowed
to be produced in each ofthe indicated production processes. The m ass range applies
to m h forhZ production,to m h+m A forhA production,to m A forh ! AA processes,
to the Higgsboson m assforeitherYukawa process and to m H  forH
+ H   production.
W hen no upperbound isgiven,thelim itim posed by kinem aticsorvanishing branching
fractionsm ustbeunderstood.
5com plem entsthatofthetwo othersetsofresults,allowsscansoftheM SSM param eter
space to be perform ed with no restriction on m asses. M oreover,som e ofthe analyses
ofRef.[21]cover production processes which are negligible ifC P is conserved but are
enhanced by C P violation,such as Yukawa processes or the production of+   +  
nalstates. Adding the searchesforneutralHiggsbosonsdecaying into hadronsofany
avour[22]isexpected to provide sensitivity in scenarioswhere the Higgsboson decays
into bb would vanish. As their m ass coverage starts at low m ass,these analyses also
increase the experim entalsensitivity to Higgs bosons below the bb threshold,a region
otherwise covered only by analyses ofsubsets ofthe LEP1 data. Finally,the charged
Higgs boson searches [23]help in a few C P-conserving scenarios in the low m A region
wherethecharged bosonsarekinem atically accessible atLEP2.
M oreover,ourpreviousinterpretation wasdealingonly with theproduction ofthetwo
lightestHiggsbosons,the h and A scalarsin C P-conserving scenarios. In thisanalysis,
theproduction ofthethird boson,ifkinem atically accessible,isalsoaccounted for,which
can lead to a signicant gain in sensitivity in restricted areas ofthe param eter space.
In C P-conserving scenarios,thisleadsto including the HZ and HA signalsbesides the
usualhZ and hA processes,whilein C P-violating m odels,theH 2Z and H 1H 3 signalsare
taken into accountin addition to the dom inantH 1Z and H 1H 2 channels(the two other
processes,H 3Z and H 2H 3 being outofreach).
3 Tools for the statisticalanalysis
W hen scanning overthe param eterspace ofa m odel,condence levelsarecom puted
ateach pointto testthe com patibility ofdata with the hypothesis ofbackground only
and with thatofbackground plussignalasexpected from the m odel. Throughoutthis
section,thenotationsh,H and A m ustbeunderstood asgenericnotationsforthethree
neutralHiggsbosonsofany typeofM SSM scenario.
3.1 C ondence leveldenitions and calculations
The condence levelsare calculated using a m odied frequentisttechnique based on
the extended m axim um likelihood ratio [24]which has also been adopted by the LEP
Higgsworking group.Thebasisofthecalculation isthelikelihood ratio test-statistic,Q :






whereS isthetotalsignalexpected and siand biarethesignaland background densities
for event i. These densities are constructed using either expected rates only or also
additionaldiscrim inant inform ation, which can be one- or two-dim ensional. Table 1
presents the levelofdiscrim inant inform ation for each channel: LEP1 results rely on
ratesonly,while LEP2 resultsm ix channelswithoutorwith discrim inantinform ation.
Asan exam ple,in neutralHiggsboson channelswith discrim inantinform ation,therst
variable is the reconstructed Higgs boson m ass in the hZ analyses and the sum ofthe
reconstructed h and A m asses in the hA analyses, while the second variable, ifany,
ischannel-dependent,asspecied in the references listed in the Table. Charged Higgs
analysesusediscrim inantinform ation in asim ilarway[23].ThesearchesforHiggsbosons
decaying hadronically encom passanalyseswithoutorwith 1d discrim inantinform ation
togetherwith analyseswhoseselectionsvary with them asshypothesis[22].
6The observed value ofQ is com pared with the expected Probability Density Func-
tions(PDFs)forQ ,which arebuiltusing M onteCarlo sam pling undertheassum ptions
that background processes only or that both signaland background are present. The
condence levels CLb and CLs+ b are theirintegrals from  1 to the observed value of
Q . System atic uncertainties in the ratesofsignalorbackground events are taken into
account in the calculation ofthe PDFs for Q by random ly varying the expected rates
whilegenerating thedistribution [25],which hastheeectofbroadening theexpected Q
distribution and thereforem aking extrem eeventsseem m oreprobable.
CLb istheprobability ofobtainingaresultasbackground-likeorm oresothan theone
observed ifthe background hypothesisiscorrect. Sim ilarly,the condence levelforthe
hypothesisthatboth signaland background arepresent,CLs+ b,istheprobability,in this
hypothesis,toobtainm orebackground-likeresultsthanthoseobserved.ThequantityCLs
isdened astheratio ofthese two probabilities,CLs+ b/CLb.Itisnota truecondence
level,buta conservativepseudo-condencelevelforthesignalhypothesis.Allexclusions
discussed hereafteruse CLs and require itto be 5% foran exclusion condence of95% .
Asusing CLs instead ofCLs+ b isconservative,the rate offake exclusions isensured to
bebelow 5% when CLs isequalto 5% .
3.2 Estim ation ofexpected signaland background densities
The expected signaland background densities,which are required to check the con-
sistency ofthedata with thebackground and signalprocesseshavetwo com ponents:the
overallnorm alization which setstheexpected ratesand theProbabilityDensityFunctions
(PDF)oftheadditionaldiscrim inantinform ation,ifany.
Theexpected background and signalrateswere calculated from the num berofsim u-
lated eventspassing the cuts.Forthe signalthe ecienciesderived from sim ulationsat
given m asspointshad to be interpolated to estim ate ecienciesatHiggsboson m asses
which werenotsim ulated.In m ostcasesthiswasdoneusing onepolynom ialorifneces-
sary two polynom ials,onetodescribetheslow rise,and asecond tohandlethekinem atic
cut-o,which can bem uch m oreabrupt.Forthecaseswheretwo signalm assesm ustbe
allowed,a two-dim ensionalparam eterization wasused.
The shapes ofthe PDFs were derived using histogram s which are taken from the
sim ulated events.In thecaseoftwo-dim ensionalPDFsthesedistributionsweresm oothed
using a two-dim ensionalkernel,which consists ofa Gaussian distribution with a sm all
com ponent ofa longer tail[26]. The globalcovariance ofthe distribution was used to
determ inetherelativescalefactorsofthetwo axes.Thewidth ofthekernelvaried from
point to point,such that the statisticalerror on the estim ated background processes
wasconstantat20% . Finally m ultiplicative correction factors(each a one-dim ensional
distribution for one ofthe two dim ensions ofthe PDF) were derived such that when
projected ontoeitheraxisthePDF hasthesam edistribution aswould havebeen observed
ifithad been projected onto theaxisrstand then sm oothed.Thism akesbetteruseof
thesim ulation statisticsiftherearefeatureswhich areessentially one-dim ensional,such
asm asspeaks.Theerrorparam eterxed to 20% wasan im portantchoice.Itwassetby
dividing thebackground sim ulation intotwo subsam ples,generatingaPDF with oneand
using theotherto testforover-training by calculating theCLb obtained from sim ulation
ofbackground events.Thisshould be0.5 iftheresultsarenotto bebiased,and a value
of20% forthe errorgave the closestapproxim ation to 0.5 in allchannels. Exam plesof
sm oothed two-dim ensionalPDFsaregiven in Fig.3.
7Thesignalsim ulationswerem adeatxed Higgsboson m asses,butin orderto testa
continuousrangeofm asses,interpolation software[27]wasused tocreatesignalPDFsat
arbitrarym asses.In thelastyearofoperation,LEP energywasvaried continuouslywhile
sim ulationswerem adeatxed beam energies.Thesam einterpolation softwarewasused
to create signaland background PDFs at the correct centre-of-m ass energies [1]. The
interpolation wasdoneby linearly interpolating thecum ulativedistributionstaking asa
param eterthe signalm assorthe centre-of-m assenergy. The procedure hasbeen tested
overrangesup to40GeV=c2 in m asswhiletheactualshiftsin thesim ulationswereup to
0.3GeV in
p
s,and 5GeV=c2 in m assforthehZ signalsoverall,butlessthan 0.5GeV=c2
forHiggsboson m assesbetween 113.5and 116.5GeV=c2.ForthehA channels,theactual
shiftswere 5 GeV=c2 in eitherm assforHiggsboson m assesbetween 80 and 95 GeV=c2
and up to20GeV=c2 elsewhere.Com parisonsofsim ulated and interpolated distributions
fora given m asswerem adein allchannelsand showed good agreem ent.
3.3 T he case ofnon-independent channels
W hen com bining the results in allchannels to derive condence levels, only inde-
pendent channels m ust be included, which requires som e specialtreatm ent for a few
non-independentcases.
a)dierentsignals-one analysiswith m asshypothesis-independentselections
analysis
p
s (G eV) signalsadded ref.





























































hZ four-jet 161-183 (h ! qq)(Z ! qq),(h ! AA)(Z ! qq) [17,18]
hZ four-jet 192-208 (h ! qq)(Z ! qq),(h ! AA)(Z ! qq),(hA ! bbbb) [20,1]
hA four-jet 161-172 (hA ! bbbb),(h ! AA)A [17]
hA four-jet 192-208 (hA ! bbbb),(h ! qq)(Z ! qq) [20,1]




s (G eV) com peting analyses ref.
four-jet 91 bbbb,bbcc [14]
m ulti-jet 91 three and four-jetanalyses [21]
qq 192-208 low m assand high m asshZ analyses [1]
189-208 low m assand high m assavour-blind analyses [22]
189-208 hZ and avour-blind analyses [19,20,1,22]
llqq,l= e, 189-208 hZ and avour-blind analyses [19,20,1,22]
four-jet 192-208 low m assand high m asshZ analyses [1]
189-208 low m assand high m asshZ avour-blind analyses [22]
189-208 three and four-jethA avour-blind analyses [22]
189-208 cscsand W AW A analyses [23]





 jetjet 189-208 cs and W
A analyses [23]
Table2:a)listofsignalsfrom thetwo lightestHiggsbosonsh and A treated by a single
analysis:thesignalexpectationsarecom bined (ratesadded,PDFssum m ed with weights
according to the rates) prior to the condence levelcalculations. b) list ofdierent
analysesofthesam enalstate:only oneanalysisisselected ateach pointin thescans,
based on thebestexpected perform anceforexclusion.In thisTable,h and A denoteany
neutralHiggsboson allowed to beproduced in theindicated production processes.
8Therstcaseisthatofdierentsignalscovered by thesam eanalysis.Thetreatm ent
ofthis depended upon whether the analyses were them selves independent ofthe m ass
hypothesisfortheHiggsbosons.Thesetofsearch channels(seeTable1)containsm ostly
analyses ofthis kind. In that case,allsignals selected by one analysis were com bined
into one globalchannelpriorto the condence levelcom putation. Expected rateswere
added togetherand PDFsweresum m ed with weightsgiven by theexpected ratesofthe
individualsignals.Asan illustration,Table2-agivesthelistofthesesignalsand analyses
on theexam pleoftheproduction ofthelightestHiggsbosons,h and A,through thehZ
and hA processes. W hen extending the com bination to the third Higgs boson,H,the
sam eprocedurewasfollowed,rstforthevarioussignalsfrom thatboson in theHZ and
HA processes,and then to com binehZ and HZ signalsorhA and HA signals.ThePDF
com bination in such a caseisillustrated in Fig.3.
A dierentprocedurewasapplied in thecaseofdierentsignalscovered by thesam e
analysiswhoseselectionsdodepend on them asshypothesis,asm ostsearchesofRef.[22]
do.Dierentsignalsarecovered by theseanalysesonly when including signalsfrom the
third Higgsboson,H.In thatcase,in each analysisonly onesignal(from eitherh orH)
was selected at each point in the scanned param eter space and at each centre-of-m ass
energy,on thebasisofthesm allestexpected CLs from experim entswith no signal(that
is,on thebasisofthestrongestaverageexclusion ifno signalispresent).
The second case ofnon-independentchannelsisthatofa large overlap in the events
selected by dierentanalysessensitive to the sam e nalstate.The listofsuch analyses
and nalstatesisdetailed in Table 2-b. Again,foreach nalstate,only thatanalysis
with thestrongestexpected exclusion powerwasretained ateach testpoint.Thisisnot
optim albutensuresthatthechannelswhich arethen com bined in theglobalcondence
levelcom putationsareindependent.
W hen thetwo casesjustdescribed (dierentsignalscovered by oneanalysis,dierent
analysessensitivetothesam enalstate)werepresentsim ultaneously,thesignaladdition
wasperform ed before the nalanalysisselection. Then ifthatstep involved m ore than
two analyses,the nalselection was m ade in successive iterations. To quote the four-
jet nalstate as an exam ple,at energies above 190 GeV,the totalhZ and hA signals
were rst com puted in each ofthe three four-jetanalyses ofRef.[1]and in the four-b
analysisofRef.[21].Thissum m ed three signalsin the low and high m asshZ dedicated
four-jet analyses ((h ! qq) (Z ! qq),(h ! AA) (Z ! qq) and hA ! bbbb),two
signalsin the hA dedicated four-jetanalysis(hA ! bbbb and (h ! qq)(Z ! qq))and
three signalsin thefour-b analysis((h ! AA)A,(h ! AA)(Z ! qq)and hA ! bbbb).
The signals due the third Higgsboson,H,were com puted in the sam e way and added
to those from the h boson. Then,a choice was m ade between the low and high m ass
hZ dedicated four-jetanalyses. The resultofthis selection wascom pared with the hA
dedicated four-jetanalysis,and thebestofthesewasconfronted with thefour-b analysis.
A choice was m ade between the rem aining analysis and the best between the various
avour-blind m ulti-jetanalyses,thatisthelow m assand high m asshZ dedicated avour-
blind analyses,and the three and four-jethA dedicated avour-blind analyses[22]. As
m ulti-jetavour-blind analysesusem ass-hypothesisdependentcriteria,selectingthebest
one im plied also a choice between the h and H signals foreach ofthem . The analysis
retained wasnally com pared with the resultofthe selection between the two charged
Higgsm ulti-jetanalyses,thecscsand W AW A dedicated analyses[23].






































































hµµ + Hµµ signals added
mA,h,H=103,102,115GeV/c
2
Figure3:An exam pleoftwo-dim ensionalPDFsfrom theanalysisofthehZ ! qq +  
channelat
p
s = 206.6 GeV [1]. The rstdiscrim inantvariable isbuiltfrom the recon-
structed Higgsboson m ass while the second is the event b-tagging variable. Top,left:
PDF for a hZ signalwith m h = 102 GeV=c
2. Top,right: PDF for a HZ signalwith
m H = 115GeV=c
2.Bottom :PDF expected from theoccurrenceofboth signalsin a sce-
nario wheretheexpectationsforthetwo signalsaresim ilar(cross-sections32 and 42 fb,
branching fractionsinto bb 92% and 91% ,selection eciencies69% and 66% forhZ and
HZ,respectively)leading to a doublepeak in thecom bined PDF.
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4 T he C P-conserving M SSM scenarios
In m ostoftheparam eterspace oftheC P-conserving M SSM scenarios,only hZ and
hA productionsare kinem atically possible atLEP energies. These processeshave com -
plem entary cross-sectionssincethehZZ and hAZ couplingsareproportionaltosin(  )
and cos(  ),respectively,wheretan istheratio ofthedoubletvacuum expectation
valuesand istheHiggsdoubletm ixinganglewhich entersthedenition ofthetwoCP-
even Higgseigenstatesasa m ixture ofthe real,neutralcom ponentsofthe initialHiggs
eld doublets[2,28]. Ifkinem atically allowed,hZ production dom inatesatlow tan or
atlarge m A ,while in the rest ofthe param eter space,it is suppressed with respect to
hA pair-production.Thethird neutralHiggsboson,H,in som escenariosand in lim ited
regionsoftheparam eterspace,islightenough and can beproduced with a largeHZ or
HA cross-section.AstheHZZ coupling isproportionalto cos(  ),and the HAZ one
isproportionalto sin(  ),HZ production,when allowed by kinem atics,playsa role
atlarge tan,and HA production atlow tan. Sim ilarily,charged Higgsbosonskine-
m atically accessible atLEP2 energiesare predicted in lim ited regionsofthe param eter
space,typically when A islight,whatevertan.Them inim alvalueofthem assofsuch
charged Higgs bosons is 60 GeV=c2 in the scenarios under study. The coverage ofthe
region ofthe M SSM param eterspace kinem atically accessible atLEP isthen assured
prim arily by thehZ and hA searches,with thehelp oftheHZ,HA and to a lesserextent
H + H   channels.
Attree level,the production cross-sectionsand the Higgsbranching fractionsin the
M SSM depend on two free param eters,usually chosen as tan and one Higgs boson
m ass,or,alternatively,two Higgsboson m asses,e.g.m A and m h.Radiativecorrections
introduceadditionalparam etersrelated tosupersym m etry breaking[2,28].Hereafter,the
usualassum ption thatsom e ofthem are equalata given energy scale ism ade: hence,
theSU(2)and U(1)gaugino m assparam etersareassum ed to beunied attheso-called
GUT scale,while the sferm ion m ass param eters or the squark trilinear couplings are
taken to be equalatthe EW scale. W ithin these assum ptions,the param etersbeyond
tree levelare: the top quark m ass,the Higgs m ixing param eter,,which denes the
Higgsino m assparam eterattheEW scale,thecom m on sferm ion m assparam eteratthe
EW scale,M susy,the SU(2) gaugino m ass param eter at the EW scale,M 2,the gluino
m ass,m ~g,and the com m on squark trilinear coupling at the EW scale,A. The U(1)
gaugino m ass term at the EW scale,M 1,is related to M 2 through the GUT relation
M 1 = (5=3)tan
2W M 2. The radiative corrections aect the Higgs boson m asses and
couplings,with thelargestcontributionsarisingfrom loopsinvolvingthethird generation
quarks and squarks (top/stop and,at large values oftan,bottom /sbottom ). As an
exam ple,the h boson m ass,which isbelow thatofthe Z boson attree level,increases
by a few tensofGeV=c2 in som eregionsoftheM SSM param eterspacedueto radiative
corrections.
4.1 T he benchm ark scenarios
In the following,eightbenchm ark scenariosareconsidered,assuggested in Ref.[29].
Thevaluesoftheirunderlyingparam etersarequoted in Table3.Therstthreescenarios
are those usually studied at LEP.They have been proposed to test the sensitivity of
LEP to Higgsbosonswith eitherm assesclose to the kinem atic lim itordecaysdicult
to detect. Sim ilarly,the ve otherscenarios are aim ed attesting the sensitivity ofthe
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scenario M susy M 2 m ~g  X t
(GeV=c2) (GeV=c2) (GeV=c2) (GeV=c2) (GeV=c2)
m m axh 1000 200 800 -200 2 M susy
no m ixing 1000 200 800 -200 0
large 400 400 200 1000 -300
m m axh ,> 0 1000 200 800 200 2 M susy
m m axh ,> 0,X t< 0 1000 200 800 200 -2 M susy
no m ixing,> 0,largeM susy 2000 200 800 200 0
gluophobic 350 300 500 300 -750
sm all 800 500 500 2.5 M susy -1100
Table3:Valuesoftheunderlyingparam etersfortheeightrepresentativeM SSM scenarios
scanned in thispaper. Note thatX t = A   cot. These scenarioshave been studied
forseveralvaluesofthetop quark m ass,m top = 169.2,174.3,179.4 and 183.0 GeV=c
2.
Higgs boson searches at hadron colliders. It is thus interesting to establish the LEP
constraintsin such m odelstoo.
The rst two scenarios,called the m m axh scenario and the no m ixing scenario,dier
only by the value ofX t = A   cot,the param eterwhich controlsthe m ixing in the
stop sector (through the product m topX t). This param eter has the largest im pact on
the m assofthe h boson. The m m axh scenario leadsto the m axim um possible h m assas
a function oftan. The no m ixing scenario is its counterpart with vanishing m ixing,
leading to theoreticalupperboundson m h which are atleast15 GeV=c
2 lowerthan in
them m axh schem e.
Thethird scenarioiscalled thelargescenariotoaccountforalarge,positivevalueof
.Asaconsequenceofthelow valueofM susy and them oderatem ixingin thestop sector,
this scenario predicts at least one CP-even Higgs boson with a m ass within kinem atic
reach atLEP2 in each pointoftheM SSM param eterspace.However,thereareregions
forwhich detectingsuch aHiggsboson isdicultbecauseofvanishingbranchingfractions
into b-quarks. The values chosen for  and X t are indeed such that,in these regions,
radiative correctionslead to suppressed couplingsto b-quarksforone orthe otherCP-
even Higgs boson. The dom inant decays in these regions being stillinto hadrons,the
m ain analysis channels suer from large backgrounds. This scenario was designed to
testthe sensitivity ofLEP through analysesthatcould notbenetfrom the b-tagging
capabilitiesoftheexperim ents.
Am ong the ve other benchm ark scenarios,three are variants ofthe m m axh and no
m ixing scenarios.Thesign ofand thatofthem ixing param eterhavebeen reversed in
thetwo scenariosderived from theLEP m m axh scenario.Thechangesin theHiggsboson
m assspectrum and propertiesaresm all.The sign ofhasbeen reversed and thevalue
ofM susy hasbeen doubled in the scenario derived from the no m ixing scenario ofLEP.
The higher M susy scale leads to a few GeV=c
2 increase ofthe theoreticalupper bound
on m h. The last two scenarios have been proposed to test potentially dicult cases
for the searches at hadron colliders. Hence,the gluophobic scenario presents regions
where the m ain production channelat the LH C ,gluon fusion, is suppressed due to
cancellations between the top quark and stop quark loops in the production process.
Finally,in the sm all scenario,im portant decay channels at the Tevatron and atthe
LH C ,h ! bb and h ! +   ,aresuppressed atlargetan and m oderatem A.In these




scenario 169.2 174.3 179.4 183.0
m m axh 128.2 132.9 138.6 142.7
no m ixing 112.8 115.5 118.2 120.3
large 106.1 108.0 110.1 111.6
m m axh ,> 0 128.4 134.1 140.1 144.3
m m axh ,> 0,X t< 0 124.5 128.8 134.3 138.2
no m ixing,> 0,largeM susy 117.0 120.2 123.7 126.3
gluophobic 115.7 118.8 122.0 124.4
sm all 118.5 122.2 126.2 129.1
Table 4: M axim alvalue ofm h (in GeV=c
2) in the eight benchm ark M SSM scenarios
studied in thispaper,asa function ofm top. Radiative correctionsinclude alldom inant
second-orderloop term s[30]. The m axim um value ofm h correspondsapproxim ately to
them inim um valueofthem assofthethird Higgsboson,H.Bold valuesindicatescenarios
wherethisboson iskinem atically accessible atLEP.
ofthe ligthest CP-even Higgs boson to down-type ferm ions since these couplings are
proportionalto   sin/cos.
In all scenarios, the radiative corrections have been com puted in the Feynm an-
diagram m atic approach with alldom inanttwo-loop orderterm sincluded,using version
2.0 oftheFeynH iggscode[30].Asa rstillustration ofthedierentscenarios,Table4
givesthe m axim um value ofm h allowed by theory in each ofthem ,forthe fourvalues
ofm top studied in thispaper. Ata given m top value,the three m
m ax
h scenariosgive the
highestupperboundson m h,thepositivescenario leading to them axim alvalue.The
largescenario presentsthelowestupperbound,followed in increasing orderby theno
m ixingscenario,thegluophobicone,thenom ixingscenariowith positiveand thesm all
schem e.Them axim um valueofm h increasessignicantly with m top.Theeectism ost
im portantin the three m m axh scenarios,and ism uch sm allerin the others,especially in
thelargeschem e.Itm ustbenoted thatthem axim um valueofm h correspondsapprox-
im ately tothem inim um valueofm H in regionsoflargeHZZ couplings(seeFig.4).Thus,
thereareafew scenarioswheretheH signalisexpected tocontributetotheexperim ental
sensitivity.These areindicated in bold charactersin Table4.
To illustrate further the Higgs boson phenom enology at LEP,a few properties are
com pared in Fig.4 in thecaseoftheno m ixing and m m axh scenariosfora top quark m ass
of174.3GeV=c2.Theguresshowingm assesand cross-sectionsunderlinetheim portance
ofthe signalfrom the heavy scalar,H,which can be kinem atically accessible atLEP2
energies with a large HZ production cross-section atlarge tan and m oderate m A ,up
to about100 GeV=c2.Thewidth curvesdem onstrate that,atlargetan,neutralHiggs
bosonscan have a width exceeding the experim entalresolution which isofthe orderof
1 to 3 GeV=c2 depending on the search channel. At m oderate m A ,this aects the h
and A bosons and thus the hA production m ode,but not the HZ one. At large m A ,
width eectsbecom e negligible forthe h boson so thatthe hZ production m ode,which
isthe only possible dom inantm ode in thatregion,isnotaected. The guresshowing
branching fractions com pare the no m ixing and m m axh scenarios at low tan. In both
scenarios,theh branching fraction into bb decreasestotheprotofthatinto AA atvery
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Figure 4:Propertiesofthe three neutralHiggsbosonsofthe C P-conserving M SSM in
theno m ixing and m m axh scenarioswith m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2.Top:H and h m assesand
H,h and A production cross-sectionsat
p
s= 206 GeV,atvarioustan values.M iddle:
h,H and A widths as a function ofm A and tan. Bottom : h branching fractions as
a function ofm A atlow to m oderate values oftan. Decays into bb (solid lines) and
AA (dashed lines)are com pared. Alldom inanttwo-loop orderradiative correctionsare
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Finally,itshould be noted thatourpreviousM SSM interpretation ofRef.[1]relied
on partialtwo-loop orderradiativecorrections[31].In thepresentpaper,thesehavebeen
updated to includealldom inanttwo-loop ordercorrections[30].Thisleadsto signicant
changesin theHiggsboson m assesand properties.Them ain eectisan increaseofthe
m axim um (resp. m inim um )allowed value ofthe h (resp. H)boson m assatxed tan.
As a consequence,the experim entalsensitivity in tan and that in m H are expected
to decrease. A review ofthe changesinduced by the m ore com plete correctionson the
experim entalsensitivity ofD ELPH Iisgiven in Ref.[32,33]in thefram ework ofthethree
LEP scenarios,keeping identicalexperim entalinputs.
4.2 Scan procedure
In each scenario,a scan was perform ed over the M SSM param eters tan and m A .
The range in m A spans from 0.02 GeV=c
2 up to 1 TeV/c2. Values ofm A leading to
unphysicalnegative m asssquared valueswere rem oved from the scans. Such pointsare
ratherrare,exceptin thelarge,gluophobicand sm allscenarios(seesection 5).The
rangein tanextendsfrom them inim alvalueallowed in each scenario2 up to50,avalue
chosen in thevicinity oftheratioofthetop-and b-quark m asses,abovewhich theHiggs-
bottom Yukawa coupling isexpected to becom e unreliable (see e.g.[2]).The scan steps
were1 GeV=c2 in m A and 0.1 in tan in theregionswherem h variesrapidly with these
param eters. At low m A ,where the decay m odes change rapidly with the Higgs boson
m ass,valuestested were0.02,0.1,0.25,0.5,1.5 and 3 GeV=c2.
Ateach pointoftheparam eterspace,theneutraland charged Higgscross-sectionsand
theirbranching fractionsweretaken from databasesprovided by theLEP Higgsworking
group [7],on the basisofthe theoreticalcalculationsin Ref.[30],com pleted by thatin
Ref.[34]forthechargedHiggsbosonbranchingfractions.Thesignalsfrom thethirdHiggs
boson,H,wereincluded in thechannelcom bination ateach pointwherem H wasfound to
be below 120 GeV=c2,the ultim ate sensitivity ofLEP.The signalexpectationsin each
channelwere then derived from the theoreticalcross-sections and branching fractions,
the experim entallum inosity and the eciencies. Ifnecessary,a correction was applied
to accountfordierent branching fractionsofthe Higgsbosonsbetween the testpoint
and thesim ulation (e.g.forthehZ and HZ processes,thesim ulation wasdonein theSM
fram ework).
Asstated in theprevioussection,neutralHiggsbosonscan havenon-negligiblewidths
atlargetan when m A isabove a few tensofGeV=c
2.In thisregion,the experim ental
sensitivity isdom inated by the LEP2 hA analysesdedicated to standard M SSM nal
states. To accountforwidth eects in these channels,eciencies derived from sim ula-
tionswith h and A widthsbelow 1 GeV=c2 (see e.g. Ref.[1])were applied fortan <
30 only. Above that value,eciencies were linearly interpolated in tan between the
eciencies from these sim ulations and those from sim ulations attan = 50 where the
Higgsboson widthsexceed theexperim entalresolution.AstheHiggsboson widthsgrow
approxim atelylinearlywith tanabove30,alinearinterpolation isvalid.Thesam eholds
forthe discrim inantinform ation,forwhich the sam e interpolation software wasused as
discussed in section 3.2 forthePDF interpolation in m assorcentre-of-m assenergy.The
eectoftheHiggsboson widthson thePDFsofthehA signalsand theinterpolation in
tan ofthesePDFsareillustrated in Fig.5.NotethatthehZ and HZ channelsatlarge
tan arenotaected by such an eectsince in m ostoftheregionswhere they possibly
contribute,theirwidthsarebelow theexperim entalresolution,asshown in Fig.4.
2The m inim alvalue oftan  isaround 0.7 in the large  scenario and in the no m ixing scenario with positive  and 0.4
in allother schem es.Lower tan  values give rise to unphysicalnegative m ass squared values in the H iggssector.
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Figure 5: Two-dim ensionalPDFs used in the analysis ofthe hA ! bbbb channelat
p
s = 206.6 GeV [1]. The rst discrim inant variable is the sum ofthe reconstructed
Higgsboson m asseswhile the second isa neuralnetwork output. Top,left: PDF fora
hA signalwith m A = m h = 90 GeV=c
2 and h and A widthsbelow 1 GeV=c2.Top,right:
PDF for a hA signalwith m A = m h = 90 GeV=c
2 and tan = 50. The Higgs boson
widthsin thatcaseare5 and 9GeV=c2 forA and h,respectively.Bottom :PDF linearily
interpolated in tan ata valueof37.
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5 R esults in C P-conserving M SSM scenarios
TheregionsoftheM SSM param eterspaceexcluded at95% C L orm orebycom bining
thesearchesofTable1 arehereafterdiscussed in turn foreach scenario.Theexclusion is
dom inated by thesearchesforneutralHiggsbosonsin standard M SSM nalstates.The
searchesforneutralHiggsbosonsdecaying into hadronsofany avourand the charged
Higgsboson searchescom pletetheexclusion in restricted regionsoftheparam eterspace.
In addition,the lim it on the Z partialwidth that would be due to new physics [35],
 new < 6:6 M eV=c2 is used as an externalconstraint on the hA process at LEP1. A
detailed accountoftheim pactoftheseauxiliary constraintscan befound in Ref.[33,36].
5.1 T he m m axh scenario
The excluded regions in the m m axh scenario are presented in the (m h,tan),(m A ,
tan)and (m h,m A )planesin Fig.6foratop m assvalueof174.3GeV=c
2.Basically,the
exclusion ism ade by the resultsin the hZ (hA)channelsin the low (large)tan region
whilethey both contributeatinterm ediatevalues.Thesearchesfortheheavy scalar,H,
brings no additionalsensitivity since H is not kinem atically accessible in this scenario
(seeTable4).Theaboveresultsestablish thefollowing 95% C L lowerlim itson m h and
m A form top = 174.3 GeV=c
2:
m h > 89:7 GeV=c
2 m A > 90:4 GeV=c
2
foranyvalueoftanbetween 0.4and 50.Theexpected m edian lim itsare90.6GeV=c2 for
m h and 90.8GeV=c
2 form A.Theobserved lim itin m A (m h)isreached attanaround 20
(10),inaregionwhereboththehZ andhA processescontribute.Form top = 174.3GeV=c
2
the range in tan between 0.7 and 1.9 (expected [0.7-1.9])isexcluded forany value of
m A between 0.02 and 1000 GeV=c
2.These lim itsand exclusions,aswellasthose forall
theC P-conserving scenarios,aresum m arized in Table5.
Them top dependenceoftheabovelim itswasalsostudied,asreported in Table5.The
m ass lim its rem ain unchanged when varying m top,for m h is insensitive to m top in the
region oflarge tan and interm ediate m A where the lim itsare set. On the otherhand,
the excluded range in tan is governed by the m axim alvalue ofm h,which isreached
atlarge m A where m h isvery sensitive to m top,asillustrated in the top left-hand plot
in Fig.6: hence the variation ofthe lim itsin tan asreported in Table 5 and Fig.14.
An exclusion in tan exists for a top m ass up to 179.4 GeV=c2 which is about three
standard deviationshigherthan the currentaverage m top m easurem ent. The exclusion
would vanish fora top m assashigh as183.0 GeV=c2.
5.2 T he m m axh scenario butw ith  positive and either sign forX t
Theexcluded regionsfora top m assvalueof174.3 GeV=c2 arepresented in Fig.7 for
the m m axh scenario with positive ,keeping X t positive asin the originalm
m ax
h scenario,
and in Fig.8 for the m m axh scenario with positive  and negative X t. The results are
quite sim ilarto those in theoriginalm m axh scenario.M asslim itsarewithin 200 M eV=c
2
ofthose in the previoussection and do notvary signicantly with m top,asreported in
Table5.
To com pare observed and m edian lim its,the 95% C L lowerlim itson m h and m A in















































































mtop = 174.3 GeV/c
2
Figure 6: M SSM m m axh scenario for a top m ass of174.3 GeV=c
2: regions excluded at
95% C L by com bining the results ofthe Higgs boson searches in the whole D ELPH I
data sam ple (light-grey). The dashed curves show the m edian expected lim its. The
m edium -grey areasare the regionsnotallowed by theory. The dash-dotted linesin the
top left-hand plotare the theoreticalupperboundsfora top m ass of169.2,179.4 and














































































mtop = 174.3 GeV/c
2
Figure7:M SSM m m axh scenario with positivefora top m assof174.3 GeV=c
2:regions
excluded at95% C L by com bining the resultsofthe Higgsboson searchesin the whole
D ELPH Idata sam ple(light-grey).Thedashed curvesshow them edian expected lim its.
The m edium -grey areasarethe regionsnotallowed by theory.The dash-dotted linesin
thetop left-hand plotarethetheoreticalupperboundsforatop m assof169.2,179.4and














































































mtop = 174.3 GeV/c
2
Figure 8: M SSM m m axh scenario with positive  and negative X t for a top m ass of
174.3 GeV=c2:regionsexcluded at95% C L by com bining theresultsoftheHiggsboson
searches in the whole D ELPH Idata sam ple (light-grey). The dashed curvesshow the
m edian expected lim its. The m edium -grey areasare the regionsnotallowed by theory.
Thedash-dotted linesin thetop left-hand plotarethetheoreticalupperboundsforatop
m assof169.2,179.4 and 183.0 GeV=c2 (from leftto right).
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m h > 89:6 GeV=c
2 m A > 90:3 GeV=c
2
forany valueoftan between 0.4 and 50.Theexpected m edian lim itsare90.3 GeV=c2
form h and 90.4 GeV=c
2 form A . The 95% C L lowerlim itson m h and m A in the m
m ax
h
scenario with positiveand negativeX t form top = 174.3 GeV=c
2 are:
m h > 89:6 GeV=c
2 m A > 90:4 GeV=c
2
forany valueoftan between 0.4 and 50.Theexpected m edian lim itsare90.4 GeV=c2
form h and 90.6 GeV=c
2 form A.
Theexcluded rangesin tanaredierentin thethreem m axh scenarios,sincethey have
dierenttheoreticalupperboundson m h.Form top = 174.3 GeV=c
2 theexcluded range
in the m m axh scenario with positive liesbetween 0.7 and 2.0 (expected [0.8-2.0]),while
in them m axh scenario with positive and negative X t itspansfrom 0.6 to 2.5 (expected
[0.6-2.4]). These lim its are valid for any value ofm A between 0.02 and 1000 GeV=c
2.
Notethatdespite thehigherm axim alvalueofm h in them
m ax
h scenario with positive ,
the m ostconservative lim itsin tan are stillderived in the originalm m axh scenario (see
Section 5.1),reecting thedierencesin thetheoreticalupperboundsattan around 1
(seetop left-hand plotsin Fig.6,7 and 8).Them top dependence oftheabovelim itsis
presented in Table5 and Fig.14.Fora top m assashigh as183 GeV=c2,therewould be
no longerany exclusion in tan in them m axh scenario with positive,whilethereisstill
one in the scenario with positive  and negative X t due to the lowerm axim alvalue of
m h in thatscenario.
5.3 T he no m ixing scenario
Theexcluded regionsin theno m ixing scenario arepresented in Fig.9 fora top m ass
valueof174.3 GeV=c2.In thisscenario,ifthetop isnottoo heavy,theheavy scalar,H,
iskinem atically accessible atlarge tan and m oderate m A ,the region where the m ass
lim itsin m A and m h are set. Thus,allowing foritsproduction increasesthe sensitivity
ofthesearches.
Thezoom atlow m A in the(m h,m A)projection showsthatthedirectsearchesleave
three unexcluded regionsbelow 12 GeV=c2 in m A . The thin strip along the theoretical
lowerbound on m h atvery low m A (hardly visiblein thegure)isexcluded by thelim it
on theZ partialwidth thatwould bedueto new physics[35], new < 6:6 M eV=c2,which,
when applied to the hA process,translates into an excluded region that encom passes
thatarea. Thisisnotthe case forthe two otherunexcluded regions. These have tan
below 1.0 and m h between 59 and 82 GeV=c
2.In thatregion,m A isbelow thekinem atic
threshold m h = 2m A,thedecay h ! AA opensand supplantstheh ! bb m ode,ascan
beseen in Fig.4.OurLEP2 h ! AA searches,coveringA m assesabovetheccthreshold
(seeTable1),havenosensitivity below 4GeV=c2 in m A.Sim ilarly,charged Higgsbosons,
although kinem atically accessible with a m assbetween 57 and 82 GeV=c2,have a large
branching fraction intoW A in thisregion.Asourcharged Higgsboson searchesin these
channelsassum em A above12 GeV=c
2 (seeTable1),theoverallexperim entalsensitivity
in theseregionsrem ainsweak and no exclusion at95% C L can bederived,in agreem ent
with theexpected perform ance.ThelargestvalueofCLs is7% in theunexcluded region
around 12GeV=c2 in m A and 33% in theunexcluded holebelow 4GeV=c
2.Notethatthe
nearby region with m h from 82GeV=c






































































mtop = 174.3 GeV/c
2
Figure 9:M SSM no m ixing scenario fora top m assof174.3 GeV=c2:regionsexcluded
at95% C L by com bining theresultsoftheHiggsboson searchesin thewholeD ELPH I
data sam ple (light-grey). Am ong the three unexcluded regionsatlow m A,the strip at
low m h isfully excluded by the lim iton the Z partialwidth thatwould be due to new
physics [35]. The dashed curves show the m edian expected lim its. The m edium -grey
areasare the regionsnotallowed by theory. The dash-dotted linesin the top left-hand
plotare the theoreticalupperboundsfora top m assof169.2,179.4 and 183.0 GeV=c2
(from leftto right).
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at95% C L by the charged Higgsboson searches through theirferm ionic decays which
dom inatetheW A m odethere.
The above results establish the following 95% C L lower lim its on m h and m A for
m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2:
m h > 90:7 GeV=c
2 m A > 91:2 GeV=c
2
forany valueoftan between 1.0 and 50.Theexpected m edian lim itsare91.1 GeV=c2
forboth m h and m A.Theobserved lim itsin m A and m h arereached attan around 15,
in a region where both the hZ and hA processescontribute. Form top = 174.3 GeV=c
2,
two rangesin tanareexcluded forany valueofm A between 0.02and 1000GeV=c
2,the
largestintervalbeing between 1.0 and 9.7 (expected [0.9-7.7]).
Them top dependenceoftheabovelim itswasstudied,asshown in Table5and Fig.14.
Inthisscenario,boththem asslim itsandtheexcluded rangeintanchangewhen varying
m top.Indeed,asalreadym entioned,them asslim itsin m A and m h relyon thesearchesfor
H,whosem assisvery sensitive to m top in theregion wherethelim itsareset.Sim ilarly,
them axim alvalueofm h,which governsthelim itsin tan,isreached atlargem A where
m h is very sensitive to m top (see Table 4). Note that for a top m ass of169 GeV=c
2,
m H decreases by 3 GeV=c
2 in the region where the m ass lim its are set,m aking the H
signalm orewithin thesensitivity ofLEP2:thewholeparam eterspaceoftheno m ixing
scenario isthen accessible and found to be excluded at95% C L,apartfrom two holes
attan below 1.0,one atm A around 12 GeV=c
2,which isexcluded at92% C L,and a
largeronebelow 4 GeV=c2,which isdisfavoured at69% C L only.
5.4 T he no m ixing scenario but w ith positive  and large M susy
The excluded regions in the no m ixing scenario with positive  and large M susy are
presented in Fig.10 for a top m ass value of174.3 GeV=c2. The larger M susy m akes
the im pactofthe H signal,and hence the exclusion lim its,weakerthan in the previous
scenario.On theotherhand,theresultsin thelow m assregion,atm A below 12GeV=c
2,
aresim ilartothosein thenom ixingscenario.Thedirectsearchesleaveatinyunexcluded
strip atlow m h and very low m A which isexcluded by the lim iton  
new. Three other
regions,atm h between 56 and 72 GeV=c
2,rem ain unexcluded even when charged Higgs
boson searchesareincluded,dueto thelargebranching fraction into W A decays,which
arenotcovered bythesesearchesatsuch low A m asses.Theholesaround8and12GeV=c2
in m A arehoweverexcluded at93% and 91% C L,respectively,whilethelargerareabelow
4 GeV=c2 in m A isdisfavoured at60% C L only.
The above results establish the following 95% C L lower lim its on m h and m A for
m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2:
m h > 89:8 GeV=c
2 m A > 90:6 GeV=c
2
forany valueoftan between 1.0 and 50.Theexpected m edian lim itsare90.5 GeV=c2
form h and 90.6GeV=c
2 m A .Form top = 174.3GeV=c
2 therangein tanbetween 1.0and
4.5 (expected [1.0-4.3])isexcluded forany valueofm A between 0.02 and 1000 GeV=c
2.
The m top dependence ofthe above lim its is presented in Table 5 and Fig.14. The
m asslim itsvary only slightly with m top,since in the region where these are set,m h is
insensitive to m top while m H ,although sensitive to m top,isvery close to the kinem atic
lim it.Contrarytothecaseofthenom ixingscenario,theparam eterspaceofthisscenario








































































mtop = 174.3 GeV/c
2
Figure10:M SSM no m ixing scenario with positive and largeM susy fora top m assof
174.3 GeV=c2:regionsexcluded at95% C L by com bining theresultsoftheHiggsboson
searches in the whole D ELPH I data sam ple (light-grey). Am ong the fourunexcluded
regionsatlow m A,thestrip atlow m h isfullyexcluded bythelim iton theZ partialwidth
that would be due to new physics [35]. The dashed curves show the m edian expected
lim its. The m edium -grey areasare the regionsnotallowed by theory. The dash-dotted
linesin the top left-hand plotare the theoreticalupperboundsfora top m assof169.2,
179.4 and 183.0 GeV=c2 (from leftto right).
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(resp. lower)bound on m h (resp. m H ). The exclusion isthusm uch weakerthan in the
no m ixing schem e butstrongerthan in them m axh scenarios.
5.5 T he large  scenario
Theexcluded regionsin thelargescenario arepresented in the(m h,tan)and (m A ,
tan)planesin Fig.11 forvaluesofthetop quark m assof174.3 and 179.4 GeV=c2.In
thesegures,thecontribution oftheH signaland thatofthesearchesforneutralHiggs
bosonsdecaying into hadronsofany avourarehighlighted.
A largefraction oftheallowed dom ain isexcluded by thesearchesfortheh,A and H
Higgsbosonsintostandard M SSM nalstates.In particular,sincethetheoreticalupper
bound on the h boson m assin thisscenario islow (around 110.0 GeV=c2,see Table 4),
the sensitivity ofthe hZ channels is high even at large tan,which explains why the
excluded region reachesthetheoretically forbidden area forlargevaluesoftan.Asthe
valueoftheupperbound on m h isalsothetheoreticallowerbound on m H atlargetan,
allowing fortheproduction ofH translatesinto a signicantgain in exclusion,nam ely at
tanabove8.ThesearchesforneutralHiggsbosonsdecayingintohadronsofany avour
bringan additionalexclusion in regionsleftunexcluded by thestandard searchesattan
around 14.Atm oderatem A ,hZ and hA productionsarelow dueto weak hZZ couplings
forhZ and to kinem atics forhA. On the otherhand,HZ production islarge butH is
decoupled from bb.Atlargerm A,hA and HZ productionsare kinem atically forbidden,
hZ production is large but the h! bb branching fraction vanishes. In both cases,the
Higgs boson whose production is allowed (H or h) has a large branching fraction into
hadrons and a m ass close to the sensitivity ofour searches for a neutralHiggs boson
decaying into hadronsand fully coupled to theZ.Thisexplainswhy these searcheslead
to an additionalbut only partialexclusion in these regions. Note that increasing the
top quark m ass from 174.3 to 179.4 GeV=c2 leads to a larger unexcluded area. There
are indeed m ore points with vanishing h or H branching fractions into bb and,as m h
and m H increase with m top,the im pactofthe searches forhadronically decaying Higgs
bosonsalso becom esweaker. However,when com bining the fourLEP experim ents,the
sensitivity ofthese searchesincreasesand becom eshigh enough to coveralm ostentirely
theseregionsofvanishing branching fractionsinto bb [7].
Below 3GeV=c2 in m A ,thedirectsearchesleavetwounexcluded holesattanaround
1.Theoneattanabove1isfully excluded by thelim iton   new foreithervalueofm top.
The hole attan below 1 rem ainsunexcluded. The largestvalue ofCL s in thisarea is
12% form top = 174.3 GeV=cand 6% form top = 179.4 GeV=c.
The above results establish the following 95% C L lower lim its on m h and m A for
m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2:
m h > 94:2 GeV=c
2 m A > 96:6 GeV=c
2
forany valueoftan between 0.9 and 50.Theexpected m edian lim itsare90.3 GeV=c2
for m h and 92.8 GeV=c
2 for m A. The observed lim its in m A and m h are reached at
tan around 14, in a region where the hZ, HZ and hA processes contribute. For
m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2,two ranges in tan are excluded for any value ofm A between
0.02 and 1000 GeV=c2,the largest intervalbeing between 0.9 and 13.7 (expected [0.9-
12.9]).
The m top dependence ofthe above lim its is presented in Table 5 and Fig.14. Ex-
ceptform top = 174.3 GeV=c
2,the m ass lim itsvary only slightly with m top and are in





























































mtop = 179.4 GeV/c
2
Figure 11: M SSM large  scenario: regions excluded at 95% C L by com bining the
resultsofthe Higgsboson searchesin the whole D ELPH Idata sam ple (light-grey area
and em bedded dom ains in m edium -and dark-grey). Results are shown for two values
ofthe top m ass, 174.3 and 179.4 GeV=c2. The dom ains em bedded in the light-grey
area at large tan are excluded by the searches for the heavy scalar Higgs boson,H
(m edium -grey orgreen)and by the avour-blind searches(dark-grey ordark-blue). Of
thetwo unexcluded holesatlow m A,theoneattanabove1isexcluded by thelim iton
theZ partialwidth [35]thatwould bedueto new physics.Thedashed curvesshow the
m edian expected lim its.The m edium -grey areaswith bold contoursare the regionsnot
allowed by theory. Note in particularthe large region forbidden atlow m A in the (m A ,
tan)projections,which isdueto pointsleading to unphysicalh m asses.
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traced back to the decit in data with respect to background expectations which was
observed in the avour-blind searches applied to the Higgsstrahlung process [22]when
testing m asses above 100 GeV=c2,which corresponds to the range ofm H valuesin the
region wherethem asslim itsareobtained in thelargescenario.In thisregion,thesetof
independentchannelswhich areselected to bestatistically com bined (seeSec.3.3)varies
strongly from one top m assvalue to the other,due to stilllarge H branching fractions
into bb atm top = 169.2 GeV=c
2 and to m H values increasing with m top (see Table 4).
At m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2,the weight ofthe avour-blind HZ searches is m axim aland
thedecitin data ofthesesearchestranslatesinto a dierencebetween theobserved and
m edian lim its.
5.6 T he gluophobic scenario
For the gluophobic scenario the excluded regions in the (m h, tan), (m A, tan)
and (m h,m A) planes are presented in Fig.12 for a top m ass value of174.3 GeV=c
2.
Although this scenario was designed to test Higgs boson searches at hadron colliders,
with a phenom enology very dierent from that of LEP,results are sim ilar to those
derived in thepreviousscenarios.Theexclusion isdened by theresultsin thehZ (hA)
channelsin thelow (large)tanregion whiletheyboth contributeatinterm ediatevalues.
The directsearchesleave severalunexcluded holesbelow 4 GeV=c2 in m A and attan
below 2,which areallexcluded by thelim iton  new.
The above results establish the following 95% C L lower lim its on m h and m A for
m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2:
m h > 87:0 GeV=c
2 m A > 92:9 GeV=c
2
forany valueoftan between 0.4 and 50.Theexpected m edian lim itsare87.0 GeV=c2
form h and 93.0 GeV=c
2 form A.Theobserved lim itsin m A and m h arereached attan
around 50,in a region where only the hA process contributes. Contrary to the other
scenarios,the h and A bosonsare notdegenerate in m assatlarge tan,which reects
in thesignicantdierencebetween theh and A m asslim its.Form top = 174.3 GeV=c
2,
the range in tan between 0.4 and 5.2 (expected [0.4-4.8])isexcluded forany value of
m A between 0.02 and 1000 GeV=c
2.
Them top dependenceoftheabovelim itsisshown in Table5 and Fig.14.Asalready
m entioned,theh and A bosonsarenotdegenerateatlargetan and m oderatem A,the
region wherethem asslim itsareset.Asa consequence,thevalueofm h atxed m A and
tan isobserved to vary signicantly with m top in thatregion.Thisisthe m ain reason
forthe variationsofthe m asslim itswith m top,an additionaleectbeing the variations
ofm H which iskinem atically accessibleatlow m top in thisscenario (seeTable4).On the
otherhand,thevariation oftheexcluded rangein tan isdue,asin theotherscenarios,
to thechangein them axim alvalueofm h which isvery sensitive to m top.
5.7 T he sm all scenario
The excluded regionsin the sm all scenario are presented in Fig.13 fora top m ass
value of174.3 GeV=c2. The sm all schem e isthe second exam ple ofa scenario aim ing
attesting potentially dicultcasesfortheHiggsboson searchesathadron colliders.As
m entioned in section 4,thisscenario presentsregionsoftheparam eterspacewheretheh
! bb and h ! +   decaysvanish,which could beaproblem atLEP too.Theresultsin






































































mtop = 174.3 GeV/c
2
Figure12:M SSM gluophobicscenario fora top m assof174.3GeV=c2:regionsexcluded
at95% C L by com bining theresultsoftheHiggsboson searchesin thewholeD ELPH I
data sam ple (light-grey). The unexcluded holes at low m A are fully excluded by the
lim it on the Z partialwidth [35]that would be due to new physics (dark-grey). The
dashed curvesshow them edian expected lim its.Them edium -grey areasaretheregions
notallowed by theory. Note in particularthe large forbidden region in the (m A ,tan)
projection,which isdueto pointsleading to unphysicalh m asses.Thedash-dotted lines
in thetop left-hand plotarethetheoreticalupperboundsfora top m assof169.2,179.4



















































Figure13:M SSM sm allscenario fora top m assof174.3 GeV=c2:regionsexcluded at
95% C L bycom biningtheresultsoftheHiggsboson searchesin thewholeD ELPH Idata
sam ple(light-grey).Thereisoneunexcluded holeatlow m h and tan around 20 which
is excluded by the lim it on the Z partialwidth [35]thatwould be due to new physics
(dark-grey). The dashed curves show the m edian expected lim its. The m edium -grey
areasaretheregionsnotallowed by theory.Notein particularthelargeforbidden region
in the(m A ,tan)projection,which isduetopointsleadingtounphysicalh m asses.The
dash-dotted lines in the top left-hand plot are the theoreticalupper bounds for a top
m assof169.2,179.4 and 183.0 GeV=c2 (from leftto right).
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Atlargetan,in theregion accessibleatLEP,theh ! bb branching fraction,although
reduced,rem ainshigh enough (e.g. above 70% in the region where the m asslim itsare
set) to ensure a good sensitivity. Atlow m h,the direct searches leave one unexcluded
island thatisfully excluded by thelim iton  new.
The above results establish the following 95% C L lower lim its on m h and m A for
m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2:
m h > 83:5 GeV=c
2 m A > 95:8 GeV=c
2
forany valueoftan between 0.4 and 50.Theexpected m edian lim itsare82.6 GeV=c2
for m h and 95.0 GeV=c
2 for m A. The observed lim its in m A and m h are reached at
tan around 50,in a region where only the hA processcontributes. Asin the previous
scenario,theh and A bosonsarenotdegeneratein m assatlargetan,which reectsin
the signicant dierence between the h and A m ass lim its. Form top = 174.3 GeV=c
2,
the range in tan between 0.4 and 4.0 (expected [0.5-3.9])isexcluded forany value of
m A between 0.02 and 1000 GeV=c
2.
The m top dependence ofthe above lim itsisshown in Table 5 and Fig.14. Asin the
previousscenario,thevalueofm h atxed m A and tan variessignicantly with m top in
theregion wherethem asslim itsareset,which explainsthevariationsofthelatter.The
H signal,being kinem atically inaccessible form ostvaluesofm top (see Table4)playsno
role in thisscenario. Finally,the variation ofthe excluded range in tan isdue to the
changein them axim alvalueofm h which isvery sensitive to m top.
5.8 Sum m ary
The lower bounds in m ass and excluded ranges in tan obtained in the eight C P-
conserving benchm ark scenarios presented in the previous sections are sum m arized in
Table5.Thevariation with m top oftheexcluded rangesin tan isfurtherillustrated in
Fig.14.Alllowerboundsin m assareatthe95% C L,aswellaseach individual(either
lowerorupper)bound in tan. In allscenarios,the radiative correctionson the Higgs
boson m assesand couplingshavebeen com puted in theFeynm an-diagram m aticapproach





scenario lim its 169.2 174.3 179.4 183.0
m m axh m h 89.7 89.7 89.7 89.6
m A 90.4 90.4 90.4 90.4
tan 0.59 -2.46 0.72 -1.96 0.93 -1.46 none
m m axh m h 89.6 89.6 89.5 89.6
> 0 m A 90.3 90.3 90.3 90.3
tan 0.59 -2.61 0.71 -2.00 0.87 -1.54 none
m m axh m h 89.6 89.6 89.5 89.6
> 0;X t < 0 m A 90.5 90.4 90.4 90.4
tan 0.53 -3.20 0.63 -2.46 0.72 -1.96 0.84 -1.63
no m ixing m h 112.8 90.7 90.0 89.9
m A 1000. 91.2 90.8 90.5
tan 0.40 -50.0 0.40 -9.70 0.40 -5.40 0.40 -4.40
tan,m A>12.0 0.46 -0.96 0.46 -0.96 0.47 -0.97 0.47 -0.97
no m ixing m h 89.9 89.8 89.7 89.8
> 0 m A 90.8 90.6 90.4 90.3
largeM SU SY tan 0.70 -6.95 0.70 -4.55 0.70 -3.43 0.70 -2.97
tan,m A>12.0 0.70 -1.01 0.70 -1.01 0.70 -1.02 0.70 -1.01
Large m h 90.2 94.2 89.7 89.3
m A 92.5 96.6 92.6 92.5
tan 0.72 -14.79 0.72 -13.68 0.72 -10.91 0.72 -10.63
tan,m A >2.4 0.72 -0.79 0.75 -0.85 0.86 -0.90 none
Gluophobic m h 87.8 87.0 86.4 86.2
m A 93.0 92.9 93.2 93.5
tan 0.40 -9.70 0.42 -5.22 0.48 -3.76 0.51 -3.19
Sm all m h 84.3 83.5 82.5 82.0
m A 95.0 95.8 96.5 97.2
tan 0.40 -5.97 0.43 -4.03 0.52 -3.12 0.55 -2.69
Table 5:95% C L lowerboundson m h and m A in GeV=c
2 and excluded rangesin tan
obtained in the dierent M SSM C P-conserving benchm ark scenarios,as a function of
m top.Exceptforthetwo no m ixing and thelargescenarios,theexclusionsin m assare
valid forallvaluesoftan between 0.4 and 50,and the exclusionsin tan hold forall
valuesofm A between 0.02 and 1000 GeV=c
2. In the three otherscenarios,partofthe
intervalin tanisexcluded only form A abovea few GeV=c
2 threshold:thissub-interval
isindicated in a fourth line togetherwith the threshold in m A . Asa consequence,the
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Figure 14: Variation with m top ofthe ranges in tan excluded by D ELPH I in the
C P-conserving M SSM benchm ark scenarios. Note thateach bound in tan isa lim it
(either upper or lower) at 95% C L.These bounds hold for the whole intervalofm A
between 0.02 and 1000 GeV=c2,exceptin the hatched intervals,where the exclusion is
valid above12 GeV=c2 in thetwo no m ixing scenariosand above2.4 GeV=c2 in thelarge
scenario.
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6 T he C P-violating M SSM scenarios
In m ostofthe param eterspace ofthe C P-violating M SSM scenariosstudied in this
paper,only thetwo lightestneutralHiggsbosons,H 1 and H 2 arekinem atically accessible
atLEP energies. Iftheircouplingsto the Z boson are notstrongly suppressed by C P-
violation,them ain production processesaretheH 1Z,H 2Z and H 1H 2 processes,with H 1Z
dom inating atlow tan,H 1H 2 atlargetan and H 2Z contributing overthewholerange
oftan valuesallowed in each scenario. In restricted areasofthe param eterspace,the
second pair-production process,H 1H 3,can add a non-negligiblesignaland hasalso been
considered in thesearches.On the otherhand,in m ostscenarios,charged Higgsbosons
havea m assabove100 GeV=c2,and thushavenotbeen included.
Asalready m entioned,C P violation in theM SSM Higgssectorisintroduced through
radiativecorrections.Besidesthetwoparam etersused todenethescenariosattreelevel,
chosen astanand m H  ,radiativecorrectionsintroduceadditionalparam eters.Asin the
C P-conserving case,theseareprim arily m top and thesetofparam etersrelated to super-
sym m etry breaking:,M susy,M 2,m ~g and A,asdened in section 4 [2,28].In addition,
C P violation introduces phases. The unication assum ptions m ade for the supersym -
m etry breaking param eters,and the globalsym m etries thatgovern the dim ension-four
operatorsoftheM SSM Lagrangian,can beused to reduce thenum berofC P-violating
phases to only two [37]. In the scenarios studied hereafter,these phases are taken as
the phase ofthe gluino m ass,arg(m ~g)and the phase ofthe com m on stop and sbottom
trilinearcoupling,arg(A).
6.1 T he benchm ark scenarios






where v2 isthe quadratic sum ofthe vacuum expectation valuesofthe two Higgseld
doublets[38].Sizeableeectsarethusexpected form oderatevaluesofM susy,largevalues
ofand phasesarg(A)around 90.A strong dependence on thevalueofm top isalso to
beexpected.
Alongtheselines,Ref.[38]proposedabenchm arkscenariowithm axim alC P-violation,
the C PX scenario,asan appropriate schem e fordirectsearchesatLEP and othercol-
liders.Thevaluesofitsunderlying param etersarequoted in Table6.Asexpected from
the above discussion,the value ofM susy,a few hundred GeV=c
2,is m oderate, and
jAjtake large values,2 and 1 TeV=c2 respectively,and the C P-violating phase arg(A)
issetat90. Although the gluino-m assphase hasa sm allim pacton the C P-violating
eects,these appear to be reinforced at 90 [37],a value which was thus retained for
arg(m ~g).The valueslisted in Table 6 fulllthe existing constraintsfrom m easurem ents
oftheelectron and neutron electricdipolem om ents,by m aking thersttwo generations
ofsquarks suciently heavy,with m asses above 1 TeV=c 2. In the following,the CPX
scenario has been studied for four values ofthe top quark m ass,m top = 169.2,174.3,
179.4 and 183.0 GeV=c2.
In addition to theC PX scenario,a few variantshavealso been considered in orderto
study the dependence ofthe C P-violation eectson the valuesofphases, and M susy.
Thevaluestested arequoted in Table6.Thetwo C P-violating phases,stilltaken to be
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scenario M susy M 2 jm ~gj  jAj arg(m ~g)= arg(A)
(G eV =c
2
) (G eV =c
2
) (G eV =c
2





C PX 500 200 1000 2000 1000 90
phase study 500 200 1000 2000 1000 0,30,60,135,180
 study 500 200 1000 500,1000,4000 1000 90
M susy = 1 TeV/c
2
1000 200 1000 2000 1000 90
M susy = 1 TeV/c
2
,scaled 1000 200 2000 4000 2000 90
Table6:Valuesoftheunderlying param etersfortherepresentativeC P-violatingM SSM
scenariosscanned in thispaper,nam ely theC PX scenario and itsten variants.
equal,werevaried from 0 to 180,keeping allotherparam etersasin theC PX scenario.
Valuesofbelow and above 2 TeV=c2 were studied in thesam e way.Finally,thevalue
ofM susy was increased from 500 GeV=c
2 to 1 TeV=c2,keeping the phases at 90,and
eitherkeeping allotherparam etersto theirC PX values,orscaling theotherparam eters
in such a way thatthe relation between jm ~gj,jAjand  isasin the C PX scenario. In
thefollowing,theseten variantshavebeen studied form top = 174.3 GeV=c
2 only.
In allscenarios,theoreticaldatabasesprovided by theLEP Higgsworking group were
used [7].In these,radiativecorrectionshavebeen com puted in two dierentapproaches,
theFeynm an-diagram m aticapproach ofRef.[30],already selected in theC P-conserving
case (see Section 4),and the renorm alization group approach ofRef.[39]. As in Sec-
tion 4,theFeynm an-diagram m aticcalculationsuseversion 2.0 oftheFeynH iggscode.
The renorm alization group corrections rely on the C P-violating version C PH ofthe
SU BH PO LE code.3 Contrary to the C P-conserving case,where the calculations in
theFeynm an-diagram m aticapproach werethem ostcom pletedueto theinclusion ofall
dom inanttwo-loop orderterm s,in the case ofC P-violation neitherofthe two calcula-
tionscan bepreferred on theoreticalgrounds.Both contain oneand two-loop corrections,
butthe C PH code hasa m ore com plete phase dependence atthe two-loop orderwhile
FeynH iggscontainsm orecorrectionsattheone-loop orderwith thefullcom plex phase
dependence and m ore corrections atthe two-loop order butwithout the fullphase de-
pendence. Thism ay result in large dierences when convoluted with the experim ental
inputs. W e thus present our results in the two fram eworks separately. A com parison
between thetwo calculationsin theC P-conserving casecan befound in Ref.[42].
Thephenom enology ofthethreeneutralHiggsbosonsoftheC P-violating M SSM is
illustratedinFig.15inthecaseoftheC PX scenarioforatopquarkm assof174.3GeV=c2,
with radiative corrections com puted in the renorm alization group approach. The top
gures show that the two lightest scalars, H 1 and H 2,are likely to be kinem atically
accessibleatLEP2 in wideregionsoftheparam eterspace,in which theirwidthsrem ain
lowerthan 1 GeV=c2,thatisbelow theexperim entalresolution.Thecross-section curves
show thatatlow and large tan,the dom inantproduction processes are the H 1Z and
H 1H 2 processses,respectively,asin the C P-conserving case (see Fig.4). On the other
hand,at interm ediate tan and m oderate m H 1,the H 1Z cross-section is signicantly
weakened,asa resultofthesuppressed H 1ZZ coupling dueto C P-violation.In thesam e
region,theH 2Z processcom pensatesonly partly forthisloss.Finally,theguresshowing
branching fractions com pare the dom inant H 1 and H 2 branching fractions fordierent
valuesoftan.Forallvaluesoftan,decaysintob b and +   saturatethewidth ofthe
lightestHiggsboson,H 1,in the m assrange above the bb threshold up to the m axim al
sensitivity ofLEP.In thesam em assrange,thesecond lightestHiggsboson,H 2,decays
3Since thiswork,updated versionsofthe two codes,C PsuperH [40]and FeynH iggs 2.5 [41]have been m ade available.
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Figure 15: Propertiesofthe three neutralHiggsbosonsofthe C P-violating M SSM in
the C PX scenario with m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2. Top:H 1,H 2 and H 3 m assesand H 1,H 2
widths at various tan values. M iddle: production cross-sections at
p
s = 206 GeV,
as a function ofm H 1 and tan. Bottom : H 1 and H 2 dom inant branching fractions as
a function ofm H 1 and tan. H 1 and H 2 decays into b
b (solid and dash-dotted lines)
arecom pared with H 1 decaysinto 
+   (dotted lines)and H 2 decaysinto H 1H 1 (dashed
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predom inantly into bb atlarge tan only. Atlow and interm ediate tan,the cascade
decay H 2 ! H 1H 1 dom inatesoverthebb nalstateatm assesup to 50 GeV=c
2 orso.A
lossin experim entalsensitivity can thusbe anticipated in regionswhere the H 1Z cross-
section isnegligible and the H 2Z signalsare notsignicantwith respectto background,
dueto too weak H 2Z cross-sectionsorH 2 branching fractionsinto ferm ions.
6.2 Scan procedure
The scan procedure issim ilarto thatdescribed in Section 4.2 forthe C P-conserving
scenarios.Theonly changesarethefollowing.Thescan wasperform ed overtheM SSM
param eters tan and m H  . The range in m H  spans from 4 GeV=c
2 up to 1 TeV/c2.
Valuesofm H  below about100 GeV=c
2 were noticed to give unphysicalnegative m ass
squared valuesin m ostscenariosand thuswere rem oved from the scans. The range in
tan extendsfrom the m inim alvalue allowed in each scenario up to 40,a value above
which the Higgs-bottom Yukawa coupling calculation becom es unreliable in the C P-
violating M SSM scenarios. Theoreticalpoints were generated random ly in both tan
and m H  with agranularitywhich issucienttom ap thegeneralfeaturesoftheexclusion
regions.
Thesignalexpectationsin each channelwerethen com puted asoutlined in Section 4.2,
exceptforthe width eects. In the C P-violating M SSM scans,the widthsrem ain well
below the experim entalresolution for tan up to 40 and m H 1 below 120 GeV=c
2 (see
Fig.15).Signalecienciesand PDFswerethusexclusively determ ined from sim ulations
with Higgsboson widthsbelow 1 GeV=c2.
7 R esults in C P-violating M SSM scenarios
TheregionsoftheM SSM param eterspaceexcluded at95% C L orm orebycom bining
the neutralHiggs boson searches ofTable 1 are hereafter discussed in turn for each
scenario. The additionalconstraint from the lim it on the Z partialwidth that would
be due to new physics [35](used as described in Section 3.2 of[7]) brings no gain in
sensitivity in any ofthescenariostested.Resultsarepresented only in the(m H 1,tan)
plane,which istheonly onerelevantatLEP sincethem inim alvaluesofm H 2 and tan
in m ostscenariosaresuch thattheregion accessibleatLEP ism uch reduced in theother
projections.
7.1 D ependence on the phases
The excluded regions in the (m H 1,tan) plane for the C PX scenario and its vari-
antswith dierent phase values are presented in Fig.16 forthe renorm alization group
approach [39]and in Fig.17 forthe Feynm an-diagram m atic calculations[30]. The top
m assvalueis174.3 GeV=c2 in allplots.
Going from 0 to 180, the excluded dom ain varies signicantly. The qualitative
trend,valid in thetwo theoreticalapproaches,isasfollows.Theextrem e values(0 and
180)correspond toscenarioswith noC P violation,and hencetoalargeexcluded region.
M oreover,at180,thetheoreticallyallowed region isreduced,especiallyatlargetandue
to unphysicalvaluesofthe Higgs-bottom Yukawa coupling. Atphasesbetween 60 and
135,lossesin sensitivity areobserved atlargetanand m H 1 above50GeV=c
2,aswellas


























































































mtop = 174.3 GeV/c
2
Subhpole
Figure 16: C P-violating M SSM scenarios with corrections as in Ref.[39]fordierent
valuesofthephases:regionsexcluded at95% C L by com bining theresultsoftheneutral
Higgsboson searchesin thewholeD ELPH Idatasam ple(light-grey).Thedashed curves



























































































mtop = 174.3 GeV/c
2
FeynHiggs
Figure 17: C P-violating M SSM scenarios with corrections as in Ref.[30]fordierent
valuesofthephases:regionsexcluded at95% C L by com bining theresultsoftheneutral
Higgsboson searchesin thewholeD ELPH Idatasam ple(light-grey).Thedashed curves
show them edian expected lim its.Them edium -grey areasaretheregionsnotallowed by
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strong suppression oftheH 1ZZ coupling dueto C P-violation,asalready encountered in
Fig.15in thecaseoftheC PX scenario.M oregenerally[37],theH 1ZZ couplingdecreases
slowly (by a few tensof% )with phasesbelow about75 and isstrongly suppressed (by
three to four orders ofm agnitude) forphases around 90. Forphases above 100,the
coupling is partially restored,m ostly at low tan. This explains the evolution ofthe
upper bound ofthe experim entally excluded area as a function ofphases in Figs.16
and 17. The changesare m oderate forphasesup to 60 and signicantforthe 90 and
135 phases,where the experim entalsensitivity reliesm ainly on the H 2Z processatlow
tan and on the H 1H 2 production atlarge tan,both giving large signalsatm oderate
m H 1 only,typically below 60 GeV=c
2 (seeFig.15).
At the 90 and 135 phases,there are also unexcluded areas at m asses lower than
60 GeV=c2 in the interm ediate tan range,between about4 and 16. These are related
to weakened sensitivities in the H 2Z or H 1H 2 searches. To take the C PX scenario as
an exam ple,atm assesbelow 15 GeV=c2,the dom inantnalstate isthe(H 2 ! H 1H 1)Z
channel. The lack ofexperim entalsearchesatLEP2 forsuch nalstateswith m H 1 be-
low the bb threshold (see Tab.1) explains the unexcluded area which is observed at
these m asses,in agreem ent with the expected sensitivity. The largest value ofCLs in
this region is 52% in the renorm alisation group fram ework and 50% in the Feynm an-
diagram m atic approach. Stillin the C PX scenario,the hole atm H 1 around 50 GeV=c
2
arisesin the region where the decaysH 2 ! H 1H 1 and H 2 ! bb becom e approxim ately
equal,leading to alossofsignicanceoftheH 2 signals,aspointed outin Section 6.1 (see
Fig.15).ThelargestvalueofCLs in thisregion is17% (expected 4% )in therenorm alisa-
tion group fram ework and 37% (expected 11% )in theFeynm an-diagram m aticapproach.
In both fram eworks,these CLs values are observed at tan4,m H 150 GeV=c
2 and
m H 2105/107 GeV=c
2. The observed exclusion in thisregion isweaker than expected,
which is due to a slight excess ofdata over the expected background. The value of
1-CLb at the point ofweakest exclusion is indeed 15% (corresponding to a 1.4 sigm a
deviation)in therenorm alisation group fram ework and 12% (1.5 sigm a deviation)in the
Feynm an-diagram m atic approach. Conversely,the largest deviation in the whole hole
has a value of1-CLb of3.3% (2.1 sigm a deviation) in the two approaches. This value
isobserved attan16,m H 145 GeV=c
2 and m H 2107 GeV=c
2 in the renorm alisation
group fram ework and tan11,m H 152GeV=c
2 and m H 2111GeV=c
2 in theFeynm an-
diagram m aticapproach.Atthispoint,theCLsvaluesare5.4% (expected 0.1% )and 6.5%
(expected 0.2% )in thetwo fram eworks,respectively.Thecom bined LEP datashow also
deviationsin thisregion [7].
Finally,dierencesbetween thetwo theoreticalfram eworksarevisiblem ainly atlarge
tan, where the Feynm an-diagram m atic calculations predict signicantly higher H 1Z
residualcross-sections (e.g. a factorabout4 in the C PX scenario form H 1 between 40
and 80 GeV=c2),leading to a better experim entalsensitivity. Dierences in the phase
dependence ofthe resultsare also visible,which are likely to reectthe dierentphase
treatm entbetween thetwo calculations.
7.2 D ependence on  and M susy
Theexcluded regionsin the(m H 1,tan)planefortheC PX scenario and itsvariants
with dierentvaluesofand M susy arepresented in Fig.18fortherenorm alization group
approach [39]and in Fig.19fortheFeynm an-diagram m aticcalculations[30].In allplots,
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Figure 18: C P-violating M SSM scenarios with corrections as in Ref.[39]fordierent
valuesofand M susy:regionsexcluded at95% C L bycom biningtheresultsoftheneutral
Higgsboson searchesin thewholeD ELPH Idatasam ple(light-grey).Thedashed curves
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Figure 19: C P-violating M SSM scenarios with corrections as in Ref.[30]fordierent
valuesofand M susy:regionsexcluded at95% C L bycom biningtheresultsoftheneutral
Higgsboson searchesin thewholeD ELPH Idatasam ple(light-grey).Thedashed curves
show them edian expected lim its.Them edium -grey areasaretheregionsnotallowed by
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Thedependenceoftheresultson thevalueofisasexpected from thescaling ofthe
dom inantC P-violating eects with Im (A)(see Section 6.1). The exclusion isalm ost
entirely restored for values of lower than 2 TeV=c2,the value in the C PX scenario,
and getsweakerat4 TeV=c2. In the rsttwo variants,despite the C P-violating phase
being at90,there are always two production processes with signicant rates in every
pointofthe kinem atically accessible param eterspace. In the variantat4 TeV=c2,due
to the large value ofand the C P-violating phase at90,the H 1H 2 and H 2Z processes
are suppressed for allvalues oftan,as wellas the H 1Z process at interm ediate and
large tan values. In the Feynm an-diagram m atic approach,the H 1Z cross-sections are
partly restored atlargetanwhich explainsthedierencebetween theresultsin thetwo
theoreticalfram eworks in that region. Note also that the theoretically allowed region
ism uch reduced atlarge tan in thisscenario due to unphysicalvalues ofthe bottom
Yukawa coupling.
Thedependenceon thevalueofM susy ispresented in thetwo bottom plotsofFigs.18
and 19. The rstscenario correspondsto setting M susy at1 TeV=c
2,twice itsvalue in
theC PX scenario.Asthedom inantC P-violating eectsareproportionalto M  2susy,the
exclusion is restored in this variant. The reason is as in the case ofthe two variants
with low valuesof,i.e.therearealwaystwo production processeswith signicantrates
in every pointofthe kinem atically accessible param eterspace. In the second scenario,
M susy isstillsetat1 TeV=c
2 butthevaluesofjm ~gj,and jAjarealso scaled by a factor
2,leaving the C P-violating eects alm ost unchanged (see Section 6.1)with respect to
theC PX scenario.Thisexplainswhy theexclusion region in thisvariantiscloseto that
in the C PX scenario. The few dierences between the excluded regions in these two
scenarios are due to dierent cross-sections forsom e ofthe processes which contribute
m osttotheexperim entalsensitivity,thatistheH 1H 2 and H 2Z processesatm assesbelow
60 GeV=c2,and the H 1Z processathigherm asses. Asan exam ple,the bettercoverage
ofthelow m assregion atinterm ediate tan valuesin thescaled variantisexplained by
slightly higherH 1H 2 cross-sections.
7.3 D ependence on m top
The excluded regionsin the (m H 1,tan)plane forthe C PX scenario with dierent
m top valuesarepresented in Fig.20fortherenorm alization group approach and in Fig.21
fortheFeynm an-diagram m aticcalculations.
The results show a strong dependence on the value ofm top,as expected since the
dom inant C P-violating eects scale with m 4top. In the two theoreticalapproaches,the
exclusion in the interm ediate tan range is gradually reduced as m top increases and
eventually vanishes for tan between about 3 and 5 and a top m ass of183 GeV=c2.
Thiscan betraced tothesuppression oftheH 2Z and H 1H 2 cross-sectionswith increasing
valuesofm top,leavingnosignicantratein anyofthethreepossibleproduction channels.
At large tan,as m top increases,the H 1H 2 cross-section is reduced and the exclusion
getsweakerin the renorm alization group approach while itisalm ostunchanged in the
Feynm an-diagram m atic fram ework. Asalready m entioned,thisisa consequence ofthe
higherH 1Z residualcross-sectionspredicted by thelattercalculationsatlargetan.
7.4 Sum m ary
Scansofthe C PX scenario and itsvariantsrevealed thatC P violation in the Higgs
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Figure 20: C P-violating M SSM scenarios with corrections as in Ref.[39]fordierent
valuesofm top:regionsexcluded at95% C L by com biningtheresultsoftheneutralHiggs
boson searchesin thewholeD ELPH Idatasam ple(light-grey).Thedashed curvesshow
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Figure 21: C P-violating M SSM scenarios with corrections as in Ref.[30]fordierent
valuesofm top:regionsexcluded at95% C L by com biningtheresultsoftheneutralHiggs
boson searchesin thewholeD ELPH Idatasam ple(light-grey).Thedashed curvesshow
them edian expected lim its.Them edium -greyareasaretheregionsnotallowed bytheory.
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suppression oftheneutralHiggsboson couplingsto theZ boson translatesinto a lossof
redundancy in thedierentsearch channels,and henceleadstoareduced coverageofthe
param eter space. The m ost signicant reduction is observed in the interm ediate tan
region,typically between 3 and 10,down to the lowestH 1 m asses. Itoccursforphases
between 90 and 135,top m ass values equalto 174.3 GeV=c2 orlarger,and values of
the ratio jAj=M 2susy equalto 8 or larger. As a consequence,no absolute m ass lim its
can bederived in these scenarios.On the otherhand,thelow tan region appearsstill
disfavoured,asin the C P-conserving m odels. Scanswere perform ed using two dierent
theoreticalapproachesfortheradiativecorrection calculations.Although thetwo setsof
resultsshow largedierences,they both lead to thesam equalitativeconclusions.
8 C onclusions
SearchesforHiggsbosonsin thewholedata sam pleoftheD ELPH Iexperim enthave
been com bined to derive constraintson M SSM benchm ark scenarios,including m odels
with C P-violation in the Higgs sector. Experim ental results encom pass searches for
neutralHiggsbosonsin dom inantnalstatesexpected in m ostM SSM m odels,aswell
assearchesforcharged Higgsbosonsand forneutralHiggsbosonsdecaying into hadrons
ofany avour,which bring a gain in sensitivity in restricted regions ofthe param eter
space. An additionalim provem ent isobtained by applying the experim entalresults to
m oreproduction processesthan thetwo expected m ain channels,nam ely theassociated
production ofthe lightest Higgs boson with a Z boson and the pair-production ofthe
two lightest Higgs bosons. In the C P-conserving M SSM ,the experim entalsensitivity
atLEP relieson the hZ,hA and HZ channels,the lastleading to a signicantgain in
sensitivity in scenarioswherethethird neutralHiggsboson,H,iskinem aticallyaccessible.
In theC P-violating M SSM ,thetotalsignalatLEP isspread m ainly overtheH 1Z,H 2Z
and H 1H 2 channels.Accounting forthesim ultaneousproduction ofallpossiblesignalsis
essentialin thistypeofscenariowhereC P-violatingeectscan lead tostrongsuppression
ofonechanneloranother.
In allC P-conserving scenarios,the experim entalresultsallow a large fraction ofthe
param eter space to be excluded,even in scenarios designed to testpotentially dicult
cases (e.g. vanishing production cross-sections or decay branching fractions) either at
LEP orathadron colliders. Lim itson m asses ofthe h and A bosonswere deduced as
wellasupperand lower exclusion boundsin tan. The dependence ofthese lim its on
m top was studied in a range between 169.2 to 183.0 GeV=c
2. To quote butone result,
the following lim itsat95% ofC L have been established in the fram ework ofthe m m axh
scenario with m top = 174.3 GeV=c
2:
m h> 89.7 GeV=c
2 and m A > 90.4 GeV=c
2 forany tan between 0.4 and 50,
tan< 0:72 or tan> 1:96 forany m A between 0.02 and 1000 GeV=c
2.
These m ass lim its are insensitive to variations ofthe top quark m ass. The excluded
range in tan decreases with increasing m top and would vanish ifm top wasaslarge as
183.0 GeV=c2.Thisscenario providesthem ostconservativeboundson tan am ong the
eightC P-conserving scenariostested.
In the C P-violating scenarios,large dom ainsofthe kinem atically accessible param e-
terspace rem ain unexcluded due to strong suppressionsofthe couplingsbetween the Z
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and the Higgsbosonsinduced by C P-violation. Hence no absolute lim itscan be seton
theHiggsboson m assesin thesescenarios.Theunexcluded areasarisein theinterm edi-
ate tan range,typically between 3 and 10. Theircontoursvary considerably with the
value ofm top and the M SSM param eters which govern the C P-violating eects,jAj,
M susy and thephasearg(A).Thesescenarioshavebeen studied in two dierenttheoret-
icalfram eworksforthe radiative correction calculations.The im pactofC P-violation is
observed to bequalitatively thesam ein thetwo approaches.
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W e give hereafter eciencies ofthe Yukawa  +   bb analysis published in Ref.[21]
and applied hereto thehA ! +   qq signal.
m ass(GeV=c2) eciency m ass(GeV=c 2) eciency
m A m h (% ) m A m h (% )
4 12 0. 12 4 0.
4 20 2.1 0.3 20 4 1.90.3
4 30 2.3 0.3 30 4 2.00.3
4 40 2.6 0.4 40 4 2.00.3
4 50 1.4 0.3 50 4 1.60.3
4 60 1.8 0.3 60 4 2.20.3
4 70 1.3 0.3 70 4 0.90.2
6 12 0. 12 6 0
6 20 2.2 0.3 20 6 2.00.3
6 30 3.1 0.4 30 6 3.00.4
6 40 2.6 0.4 40 6 2.80.4
6 50 2.5 0.4 50 6 2.20.3
6 60 3.1 0.4 60 6 2.50.4
6 70 1.6 0.3 70 6 1.00.2
9 12 0. 12 9 0.
9 20 2.9 0.4 20 9 2.70.4
9 30 3.0 0.4 30 9 3.40.4
9 40 3.4 0.4 40 9 3.00.4
9 50 2.3 0.4 50 9 2.90.4
9 60 2.4 0.4 60 9 1.80.3
9 70 1.1 0.3 70 9 0.80.2
12 12 0. 12 12 0
12 20 2.9 0.4 20 12 2.60.4
12 30 2.3 0.3 30 12 2.40.4
12 40 2.6 0.4 40 12 2.00.3
12 50 2.4 0.3 50 12 2.40.4
12 60 2.0 0.3 60 12 1.90.3
12 70 0.4 0.2 70 12 0.50.2
Table7:hA ! +   qqchannel:ecienciesoftheselection (in % )atLEP1 asafunction
ofthem assesoftheA and h bosons.Theanalysis,described in Ref.[21],wasdesigned to




W e give hereafter eciencies ofthe h ! qq analyses published in Ref.[20,1]and
applied to (h ! AA! cccc)(Z ! qq)signalswith low A m asses.
m A m h Eciency (% ) Eciency (% )at206.5 GeV
(GeV=c2) (GeV=c2) at199.6 GeV rstperiod second period
4.0 10.0 0.6  0.1 0.4  0.1 0.4  0.1
4.0 20.0 1.2  0.1 1.6  0.1 1.4  0.1
4.0 30.0 4.8  0.2 4.9  0.2 4.6  0.2
4.0 50.0 14.4  0.4 15.2  0.4 14.5  0.4
4.0 70.0 13.0  0.4 13.9  0.4 13.5  0.4
4.0 90.0 20.3  0.4 19.3  0.4 18.2  0.4
4.0 105.0 33.1  0.5 27.7  0.5 26.9  0.4
8.0 20.0 1.9  0.1 2.6  0.2 2.3  0.2
8.0 30.0 7.6  0.3 8.3  0.3 7.8  0.3
8.0 50.0 20.9  0.5 21.0  0.4 19.7  0.4
8.0 70.0 20.8  0.4 20.8  0.4 19.8  0.4
8.0 90.0 36.0  0.5 32.8  0.5 31.4  0.5
8.0 105.0 51.6  0.5 44.6  0.5 42.4  0.5
Table8:(h ! AA)(Z ! qq)channelwith A ! cc:ecienciesoftheselection (in % )at
p
s = 199.6 and 206.5 GeV asa function ofthe m assesofthe A and h bosons,form A
between theccandbb thresholds.Ecienciesathigherm assescanbefound inRef.[20,1].
W e refer the reader to Ref.[1]for the denition ofthe two operationalperiods ofthe
2000 data taking cam paign.Thequoted errorsarestatisticalonly.
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